
Coaching Agreement

As your LeaderAmp Coach, I agree to:
• Maintain confidentiality about all your personal and mobile communications with me at all times, 

except in the case of real or imminent abuse, harm, or breaking of the law, or if you give me 
permission to share information with another person ______ (client Initials).  The only information I 
will share with your senior leaders is information about keeping your commitments without divulging 
specific details about our conversations or journal entries.  The information I will share with them is 
limited to whether a) you practice at least once a week (or more); b) you successfully influence at 
least 10 stakeholders to support your development; and c) your baseline and quarterly re-
measurements so that we can award your credentials, as you grow.

• Hold personal Coaching sessions through Google Hangouts, or Skype.  To initiate our relationship, I 
will coach you once per week for the first month in these virtual, on-line sessions, and then twice per 
month for the remaining 11 months and scheduled times of mutual agreement.

• Answer your questions via the mobile LeaderAmp app, within a 48 hour period or sooner
• Proactively recruit a qualified replacement Coach, in the event that I am unable (e.g. illness)
• Suggest additional experiences that may be relevant to you to improve the odds that you grow.
• Proactively review your private journal entries, and provide encouragement, suggestions, and 

additional resources that may be relevant.
• Ask you thought-provoking questions.

As my client, you agree to:
• Proactively ask your stakeholders for their support before you begin the assessment and coaching 

process. Initially, they will need to take a few moments to calibrate the system to their style, before 
they rate you.  Once they complete their ratings, you agree to thank them and commit to taking their 
feedback seriously, enlisting stakeholder help as appropriate.

• Attend scheduled coaching sessions on time, and give at least a day’s notice if you need to 
reschedule.

• Take personal responsibility for what you want to get out of the coaching, for practicing in a serious 
way, and taking the time to journal about your experiences with meaningful reflection.

• Expect setbacks, hiccups, and missteps, and use them as your teachers in the coaching process.
• Exercise active listening skills and offer your honest, respectful feedback, opinions and suggestions.  

This includes avoiding being defensive, and taking suggestions to heart.
• Commit to practicing the Clone Coaching that is tailored to your goal and level, and writing down the 

lessons you have learned in your journal no less than once per week
• Proactively seek out at least one mentor who is willing to support your development through email, 

and/or in person meetings at least once per quarter.
• Share your development plan with your manager and/or with your chosen mentor, and HR so they 

can know how to support your development.

Coach: Dr. Matt Barney Client 
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